Chapter 11
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

What Your Sign’s
DISPOSITION
Means to You

DISPOSITION
Odd: Being one of a pair of which the other is missing. Not usual or
ordinary; singular, peculiar, queer, or eccentric-abnormal.
Even: Flat, leveled, smooth, not irregular, not varying; uniformed and
constant. Calm, tranquil, serene and placid-equally balanced and aligned.
Psychologically speaking-impulsively, when we think of left and right,
we normally think of right as being “normal” and common: even. And we think
of left as being “abnormal” and uncommon: odd.
Astrologically speaking, (and my interpretation and take on it), the Water
Bearer (the symbol representing the sign of humanitarian Aquarius) is pictured
pouring from his jug to the earth from his right hand: the element of watersupplying the earth with it so that vegetation can grow (in preparation for
nourishment of humankind). I interpreted it this way because according to the
Book of Genesis, water was the first element of creation, then earth. Both were
created at a time when there was peace and tranquility, and before the creation
of man.
Air, the third element, was created to supply the gravity needed for
winged creatures to roam the heavens, and lastly; fire was created-during a time
when the displeasure of man’s curiosity and disobedience was tested.
Along with the fact that both elements were created at a “heavenly
moment” for “humane purposes,” (before the creation of man and creatures),
perhaps that is why the elements of water and earth are serene, still, tranquil
and placid until aroused, provoked or agitated. But when you add air or fire to
water and earth’s still physical state, they react. Air and fire are the cause of the
effects of water and earth’s movements.
As it relates to odd and even numbers however, sure, since water was
first in creation, it should make water an odd number (1). But the start of the
seasons began with the blossoming of spring-the sun in the constellation Aries:
the 1st sign of the zodiac. Therefore, it is 1st . This fire sign (Aries), whose
element of creation: (fire-produced last and at a “less than blessed” moment) is
1st in line (as spring time and constellation Aries are associated with new
beginnings, innocence and firsts, which makes it an odd-numbered sign)
1) March 21 to April 20…………...Aries (FIRE)
2) April 21 to May 21…………................…Taurus (EARTH)
3) May 22 to June 21…………....Gemini (AIR)
4) June 22 to July 22…………..............……Cancer (WATER)
5) July 23 to August 23……….......Leo (FIRE)
6) August 24 to September 22……..............Virgo (EARTH)
7) September 23 to October 22…...Libra (AIR)
8) October 23 to November 21......................Scorpio (WATER)
9) November 22 to December 21.. Sagittarius (FIRE)
10) December 22 to January 20…..............…Capricorn (EARTH)
11) January 21 to February 19….....Aquarius (AIR)
12) February 20 to March 20….…...................…Pisces (WATER)
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Air and fire are “odd” in behavior in that even when unprovoked, air is
constant until closed off and moves about non-stop once it is released. Fire
violently goes on and about until it is put out. That being said, their “odd”
physical element’s natural state is what gives them that label, as does where
they are astrologically placed (see bottom of page 130):
1) Aries

3) Gemini

5) Leo

7) Libra

9) Sagittarius

11) Aquarius

Typically, odd numbered signs are extroverts. They tend to focus their
energies on things in and of the world outside themselves-they thrive on and
require energy from it while they contribute to it. Extroverts like action and are
usually verbally expressive and a very sociable people. They are most often
vociferous, forward, and extrospective. They like parties and are open and easy
to make friends. Extroverts much prefer to be active, active in that-they
naturally prefer to experience the world by being active in it. They need
excitement and love the hustle and bustle. They are risk-takers who tend to be
impulsive-usually neglecting (or refusing) to plan ahead. They are quick to
answer, easy-going and carefree with everyday matters in life. Extroverts prefer
working in groups-because they need to have people to talk to, and for that
reason-they do not like to do any kind of concentrated efforts alone. They prefer
a more unsystematic and spontaneous way of life.
Water and earth are “even” in behavior in that when unprovoked, both are
leveled, tranquil, still, serene and placid. Neither will produce “odd” behavior
unless they are provoked, so until then, water and earth will remain calm, which
is what gives them the label “even” (as does where they are astrologically
placed-see bottom of page 130):
2) Taurus

4) Cancer

6) Virgo

8) Scorpio

10) Capricorn

12) Pisces

Typically, even numbered signs are introverts. Introverts tend to focus
their energies on things in and of the world for themselves, and do not thrive on
or require energy from it (in order to contribute to it). They do not like a lot of
action and are usually non-verbally expressive and not a very sociable people.
Introverts are most often quiet, retiring and introspective. They dislike parties
and (by their selection and choice) have few friends and are reserved and
distant except when in the company of those intimate friends. They prefer to be
less “active”-less active in that they like to “study” the world and all that is in
and of it without having to be active in it (because they tend to dislike
excitement and hustle and bustle). Introverts are typically not risk takers and
instead, are very calculating rather than impulsive. They are slow to answer, and
prefer to do any kind of concentrated efforts alone. They are not very easygoing and carefree with everyday matters in life because they tend to take life
matters very seriously. They prefer working alone rather than in groups and
prefer an organized and systematic way of life.
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EXAMPLE
YOU DILUTED

<—————————> YOU CONCENTRATED

if you are Aries sun or moon or rising

then you are also Libra-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Taurus sun or moon or rising

then you are also Scorpio-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Gemini sun or moon or rising

then you are also Sagittarius-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Cancer sun or moon or rising

then you are also Capricorn-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Leo sun or moon or rising

then you are also Aquarius-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Virgo sun or moon or rising

then you are also Pisces-concentrated sun or moon or rising

IN SHORT:

(water sign)<--Cancer sun
(earth sign)<--Taurus moon
(earth sign)<--Virgo rising

is
is
is

Capricorn concentrated-->(earth sign)
Scorpio concentrated-->(water sign)
Pisces concentrated-->(water sign)

(So, this person is: Cancer+Capricorn sun | Taurus+Scorpio moon | Virgo+Pisces rising)
This person is a total of 6 even-numbered/introverted signs which mean:
COMPLETELY INTROVERTED see bottom of this (page 132) for results

WHAT IS YOUR DISPOSITION?
(You should’ve already written down your sun, moon & rising sign on page 78)
Your sun sign is __________
the sign opposite it, is: __________
Your moon sign is __________
the sign it opposite it, is: __________
Your rising sign is __________
the sign opposite it, is:________________
(So, you are:_____ +_____ sun | _____ +_____ moon | ________+________rising)
You are a total of __ ________ and __ ________ which mean:

_________________________________

Completely Introverted: (6 of 6)
The actions of introvert direct interests upon himself and his own feelings
rather than towards his external environment. Their personal feelings about all
things is chief, all else is secondary.
That is not to say that he is selfish, but the total introvert is uncomfortable in
busy, or team-focused environments, or extrinsic-based activity.
Their disposition is not comfortable being the life of the party.
The most you’ll get out of them being the life of any party is in a setting where
they did the picking, choosing and refusing who they wanted around because
they are only comfortable around what they know rather than the foreign and
untested, but in a setting where he chooses his environment; he would surprise
you because he will function as if he is an extrovert. But, in a concentrated
environment where working independently is the task at hand, this is the perfect
disposition, because they are able to offer serious and sound judgment based on
their (personal) observations.
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